
Juliana Kann With Her Parents Alexander
And Olga Kann 

This is our family picture. From left to right: my father Alexander Kann, my mother Olga Kann and I.
The picture was taken in Tallinn in 1955.

When we came back to Tallinn my father became a legal advisor at the large Tallinn radio plant
Volta, then he was hired by the Ministry of Commerce as an assistant to the minister in legal
issues. Mother did not have any profession and my beautiful, elegant mom started to work as an
authorized representative at Vtorsyrio. She went to the plants and arranged for the scrap metal to
be loaded in the company’s truck. She worked there for a while. Later she was hired by the textile
factory Marat as a secretary.

Father was loyal to the Jewry and its traditions. He helped anyone, Jews in particular. If there was a
sorrow in any Jewish family, everybody knew that Alexander Kann would be in café Chario
collecting money from the Jews for assistance. People came and gave as much as they could.
Father always remembered if some of the well-off people did not bring money. He did not forgive
such people. He was an amazing man: kind, decent and polite. Nobody can say a bad word about
him. He was a man of principle. No matter how soft he might have been, when someone was
dishonest, he stopped greeting the person. I remember he said in such cases: ‘I am not taking my
hat off to that person.’

My parents had a lot of friends. Once a week they got together to play bridge. Very often guests
came over not only on holidays and birthdays, but without any occasion: when they simply wanted
to see my parents. They had a wonderful company of friends. When all of them got together, our
house was full of people. Our living was very moderate, but we always found money to treat our
guest. Our table was never empty. It was usual for us to have 30 people in our place. All of them
were very funny, quirky and friendly. They also arranged some trips, jaunts etc. It was a good and
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joyful life. 
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